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ABSTRACT

Rapid and reliable test of SOCs necessitates upfront consideration of the test power issues. Special attention should be paid to scan-based cores as the test power problem is more severe due to excessive switching activity stemming from scan chain transitions during shift operations. We propose a scan chain modification methodology that transforms the stimuli to be inserted to the scan chain through logic gate insertion between scan cells, reducing scan chain transitions. We provide a mathematical analysis that helps model the impact of scan chain modifications on test stimuli transformations. Based on this analysis, we develop algorithms for transforming a set of test vectors into power-optimal test stimuli through cost-effective scan chain modifications. Even in the highly challenging case of fully specified test vectors, more than an order of magnitude reduction in scan-in power is attained by the proposed methodology, exceeding previous power reduction levels significantly.

1. INTRODUCTION

Testing of SOC cores in parallel helps reduce test application time which in turn improves time-to-market of the chip. Achieving such a parallelism though is a challenging task as exceeding certain power thresholds places the chip under test at risk of damage. Especially in scan-based cores, the test power problem is of significant concern, as during the shift cycles excessive switching activity occurs inside the scan cells. The rippling effect in a scan chain reflects into the circuit, resulting in a large number of unnecessary transitions at the circuit lines. Test power can be reduced by preventing the unnecessary rippling in the scan chain during the shift of the test data, consequently.

Numerous methodologies that aim at test power reduction in a scan-based environment have been proposed recently. The utilization of externally controlled gates [1, 2] has been shown to reduce test power drastically, albeit at the expense of performance degradation. Appropriate primary input assignment during the shift cycles [3, 4] helps reduce transition propagation from the scan chain to the circuit under test; however, the effectiveness of such techniques is limited, as typically circuits are controlled mostly by scan chains rather than primary inputs. Scan chain partitioning techniques [5, 6] have been proposed for test power reduction; the scan chain is decomposed into several partitions so as to have only one of the partitions active at a time, reducing the scan chain rippling. Test vector ordering and scan-latch ordering techniques [7], modification of test cube compaction [8] and test generation [9] procedures constitute a set of alternative techniques for reducing scan power dissipation. These techniques extract test power reductions yet at the expense of prolonged test application time [8, 9], performance degradation [1, 2], or layout constraint violations [7].

In traditional approaches, the stimulus inserted to the scan chain is one and the same as the test vector. Modification of the scan chain through logic gate insertion between the scan cells though shatters this equivalence. The modifications necessitate the insertion of a transformed stimulus which possibly differs from the actual test vector. As the scan chain transitions are strictly determined by the transitions embedded in the input stimulus (and not by the actual test vector to be applied to the circuit under test), scan chain modifications can be utilized to reduce the number of scan chain transitions. We have in the recent literature proposed scan chain modification techniques [10, 11, 12] which impose neither performance nor fault coverage degradation. In these techniques we have focused on scan chain modifications with block-contained impact on the test data transitions, resulting in techniques consisting of the decomposition of test data into blocks, with each block being handled individually. To ensure the block-contained impact of scan chain modifications, certain constraints have been imposed on the XOR gate insertions. Under these constraints, locally optimal scan chain modifications are performed; however, the overall test power reductions are far from the global optimum. Even though the techniques outlined ([10, 11, 12]) deliver significant power reductions in comparison to previous literature, the restriction to a subset of XOR gate insertion configurations significantly hampers the optimality in power reductions, failing to reap appreciable additional power reductions possible.

In the methodology we present in this paper, we explore the complete transformation space implementable by any possible XOR gate and inverter insertion, with no constraints imposed on the possible set of scan chain modifications whatsoever. Exploitation of any possible transformation leads to the identification of the globally optimal test power solution. Appropriately modeling the impact of scan chain modifications on stimulus transformation enables the implementation of the logic gate insertions that realize the globally optimal transformation. The resultant modifications of the scan chain yield typically more than an order of magnitude reduction in scan-in test power. Attaining reductions of this magnitude for fully specified test vectors sharply differentiates the proposed approach from previously proposed techniques wherein power reductions attained are strictly limited and correlated to the density of don't cares.

In the proposed methodology, gate delays are introduced on the scan path only, imposing no performance degradation. Furthermore, the fault (defect) coverage is also preserved as the utilization of bijective logic gates (inverters and XORs) guarantees the delivery of any test vector to the scan chain and the observation of any fault effect.
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In this paper, we model the impact of unfettered logic gate insertions on test stimuli transformations through a thorough mathematical modeling and analysis. We model the impact of scan chain modifications as band transformations on matrix structures and develop an algebra for the matrix evaluation and consequent placement of XOR/inverter gates on the scan chain. Through the exploitation of the modeled impact, we develop test power minimization algorithms that identify the optimal test stimuli transformation and implement them through minimal area overhead. Furthermore, we provide a power-area cooptimization algorithm which attains near-optimal test power reductions under certain design constraints.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present the motivations underlying the proposed methodology which is followed up in Section 3 by the presentation of the matrix-based analysis we utilize to model the impact of XOR gate insertion. In section 4, we outline the algorithmic framework; the proposed algorithms for the identification of the optimal test stimulus transformation, the implementation of this transformation through minimal area overhead, and the incorporation of design constraints are outlined. Sections 5 and 6 present the experimental results and the conclusions, respectively.

2. MOTIVATION

The examination of the impact of logic gate insertion between scan cells on the consequent stimulus transformation raises two concrete questions. How can the transformation that maps the test vectors to the power optimal test stimuli be identified? Given the optimal test stimulus transformation, how should the scan chain be modified so as to implement this transformation cost-effectively?

The impact of inverter insertion on stimulus transformation is easier to model as inverters have local impact on the stimulus transitions. Insertion of an inverter between two scan cells necessitates the application of a stimulus which differs from the actual test vector in only the bits that are to pass through the inverter; the remaining stimulus bits equal the test vector bits in the corresponding positions. As the inversion of a string of bits happens to preserve the transitions between these bits, the only transition impacted by the inverter insertion is the one between the two bits only one of which is negated; inserting an inverter between two cells impacts solely the transition between the corresponding stimulus bits. Figure 1 illustrates the impact of inverter insertion on stimulus transitions; the original scan chain along with the test vectors is shown on the left part of the figure while the scan chain modified through inverter insertions along with the stimuli to be inserted is presented on the right hand side. The impact of inverter insertion on the transition frequency in the corresponding stimulus bit positions is demonstrated.

A quick look at XOR gate insertion on a scan path reveals the challenges associated with the modeling of the impact of XOR gate insertion though. The example in Figure 2 illustrates the impact of the insertion of XOR gates on the scan path; the actual test vectors which happen to be the stimuli to be inserted to the unmodified scan chain are given in Figure 2.A, while Figures 2.B and 2.C illustrate the modified scan chains along with the stimuli to be inserted. It can be seen that the insertion of a single XOR gate (Figure 2.B) has an impact on various bit positions; the XOR gate eliminates all the transitions between the fourth and the fifth bit positions whereas it introduces new transitions between the fifth and the sixth bit positions. The transitions between the first two stimuli bits can be eliminated by the insertion of another XOR gate between the first two scan cells (Figure 2.C); however, this modification cancels the benefit of the previous modification as transitions are introduced between the fourth and the fifth bit positions. To develop an algorithm that identifies the optimal scan chain modification, we need to understand and model the interference between various XOR gate insertions.

Successful modeling of the impact of XOR gates on the consequent stimulus transformation enables the decomposition of the problem into two parts: identification of the optimal stimulus transformation and the implementation of an appropriate scan chain modification that affects the transformation. As the test vector bits can be considered as individually transformed into new stimulus bits, the stimulus transformation operation can be represented by a binary matrix multiplication operation. The matrix whose rows denote the test vectors can be multiplied by the transformation matrix, forming the product matrix that denotes the transformed stimuli. The transformation matrix entries with a value of 1 in a column denote the actual test vector bits to be XORed in forming the transformed stimulus bit corresponding to the column. The transformation operation corresponding to the modified scan chains in Figures 2.B and 2.C are shown in the upper and the middle parts of Figure 3, respectively. Multiplication of the test vector matrix in Figure 2.A by the corresponding transformation matrix yields the matrix that denotes the stimulus to be inserted to the modified scan chains in Figure 2; the number of transitions is reduced from 14 down to 10 and 12, respectively. Actually, the optimal transformation matrix for the test vectors in Figure 2.A is given in the bottom part of Figure 3; the optimal transformation maps the actual test vectors to the stimuli set with the fewest possible number of transitions which is 4 in this example. The identification of the optimal transformation matrix poses another challenging issue due to the large size of this matrix; the number of stimulus transformation matrix entries equals

\footnote{The test vector bits with higher indices are shifted into the scan chain prior to the ones with lower indices. Similarly, lower numbered indices are assigned to the scan cells that are closer to the scan-in pin.}
Figure 3: Stimuli transformation operation

The matrix equations given in Figure 3 can be reformulated so as to illustrate the mapping from the stimuli to be inserted to the actual test vectors; the consequent reformulation in Figure 4 somewhat hints at the relationship between the scan chain modifications and the stimulus transformations. In Figure 4, the mapping to the actual test vectors of the stimuli to be inserted to the modified scan chain is illustrated; the mapping happens by multiplying the stimuli by another transformation matrix which is actually the inverse of the transformation matrices given in Figure 3. The lefthand side of the equations in

Figure 4: Mapping of inserted stimuli to test vectors

The impact of XOR gate insertion can be modeled as transformation functions. The Stimulus Transformation (ST) function maps the test vectors to the stimuli needed at the input of the scan chain; the Stimulus Inverse Transformation (SIT), on the other hand, maps the inserted stimuli to the data delivered into the scan cells, i.e., the test vectors to be applied. Each of these transformations defines a set of single-bit mappings; the number of single-bit mappings equals the number of scan cells. Figure 6 illustrates these transformations for the scan chain modified through XOR gate insertion. As the aforementioned transformation functions denote a set of single-bit mappings, they can be represented in matrix form. In a transformation matrix, a column corresponding to a bit position defines the

Figure 5: Utilization of inverters along with XORs
3.2 Relationship Between XOR Gate Insertion and Transformations

The ability to map any transformation function to the appropriate scan chain modification necessitates understanding the impact of XOR gate insertion in the scan chain. In this subsection, we analyze the relationship between XOR gate insertion and the resulting SIT implemented by the modified scan chain.

We first start with the impact of a single XOR gate insertion. The stimulus bits that are delivered into the scan cells without passing through the XOR gates remain intact. The stimulus bits that pass through the XOR gate however are transformed: as only a single XOR gate is inserted, the transformation functions for these bits are identical. Figure 8 illustrates a scan chain modified through the insertion of a three-input XOR gate between the third and the fourth scan cells. It can be seen from the corresponding SIT that the leftmost three bits remain intact; the transformation function for each of the rightmost three bits is the XOR of the bit with its two consecutive bits, resulting in a string of 1’s between the fourth column and the rightmost column in the matrix on two off-diagonals. We therefore introduce bands, which are suitable for modeling the impact of XOR gate insertion: $B^{(d)}_{i_1k_1}$ denotes a string of 1’s between the $i_1^{th}$ and the $k_1^{th}$ columns, on the $d^{th}$ off-diagonal from the SIT matrix diagonal. The example SIT matrix consists of two bands, $B^{(1)}_{i_1}$ and $B^{(2)}_{i_2}$, in addition to the diagonal. In general a single n-input XOR gate insertion between the $s-1^{th}$ and $s^{th}$ scan cells results in a transformation denoted by:

$$SIT = I \oplus \bigoplus_i B^{(d)}_{i_1}$$

wherein $d_i$ denotes the number of scan cells between the XOR gate and the $i^{th}$ input tap and $I$, the identity matrix.

To be able to map any upper triangular matrix to the appropriate scan chain modification that implements it, we introduce band lists, which denote the sum of a list of bands:

$$BL = \bigoplus_i B^{(d)}$$

The band list shown above denotes strings of 1’s on the $d^{th}$ off-diagonal, between the columns $l_1$ and $l_2$, and $l_3$ and so on; equivalently, if $l_i$ exists in a band list, it creates a discontinuity (0 → 1 or 1 → 0) on the band between the $l_i - 1^{th}$ and $l_i^{th}$ columns. Any upper triangular matrix can hence be represented as the collection of various band lists; the example SIT in Figure 8, for instance, can be represented as $I \oplus BL^{(1)}_{(1,2)} \oplus BL^{(2)}_{(3,4)}$

In the case of multiple XOR gate insertion, the configuration in which the XOR gates are inserted has distinct impact on the transformation. Specifically, two distinct cases need to be considered. In the first case, the XOR gates inserted overlap as in the example given in Figure 9; the input of the XOR gate between the third and the fourth scan cells is taken from between the other XOR gate and the second scan cell. The resulting SIT is given in the same figure; it can be seen that the SIT can be obtained by taking the sum of the individual SITs corresponding to each XOR gate. In the same figure, the band list representation of the SIT is also provided.
In the second XOR configuration, the XOR gates are non-overlapping as shown in Figure 10; the input of the XOR gate between the third and the fourth scan cells is taken from between the other XOR gate and the third scan cell this time. The sum of the two bands corresponding to the XOR gates fails to account for the SIT matrix provided in the same figure. Due to the interference of the two non-overlapping XOR gates, the SIT includes the product of the two bands in addition to the individual bands; in the case of two bands multiplied corresponding to non-overlapping XOR gates, the product of the two bands can be formulated, for \( i_1 < i_2 \), as:

\[
B_{(d_1)}^{(i_1)} \ast B_{(d_2)}^{(i_2)} = B_{(d_1+d_2)}^{(i_2)}
\]

(5)

From the equation above, it can be seen that the product band might fall out of the boundaries of the matrix if \( d_1 + d_2 \) exceeds the matrix dimension; in this case, the product band can also be thought of as a band of all 0’s.

In general, all possible non-overlapping XOR gate groups contribute to the stimulus inverse transformation, each with a band. Figure 11 illustrates a scan chain modified through four XOR gate insertions; in this figure, each XOR gate is denoted by the band it results in. In this example, \( B_{2}^{(1)} \) and \( B_{4}^{(1)} \) overlap; there is no other overlapping among the four XOR gates. The product terms, provided in the same figure, consist of two or three bands multiplied. The band list representation and the resulting SIT matrix is provided in the figure as well.

4. ALGORITHMIC FRAMEWORK

Having identified the impact of inverter and XOR gate insertion on test data transformations, in this section we present the proposed test power reduction algorithms we have developed based on the matrix-based modeling. We provide the analysis that identifies the impact of transformation matrix entries on test stimuli transitions. Based on this analysis, we first present the algorithm that efficiently identifies the optimal stimulus transformation in section 4.1. In section 4.2, we provide the algorithm that identifies the minimal area scan chain modification that implements the optimal transformation. Finally, the proposed power-area cooptimization algorithm is presented in section 4.3. In this algorithm, scan chain modifications and power-efficient test stimulus transformation identification are performed in an intertwined manner, enabling the identification of the best possible transformations attainable under any given set of design constraints.

4.1 Optimal Test Stimulus Transformation Identification

In this subsection, we present the proposed algorithm for identifying the optimal stimulus transformation, \( ST \); the algorithm searches for the \( ST \) matrix that maps the actual test vectors into a set of transformed vectors (stimuli to be inserted to the scan chain) with maximized transition frequency skew.

The matrix representation of the test vector set, denoted by \( TVS \), helps formulate the transformation operation; each test vector is denoted as a row in this matrix. The stimuli to be inserted to the scan chain, which can be represented as a matrix (\( ST \)) as well, can then be computed by multiplying \( TVS \) and \( ST \). Figure 12 illustrates the transformation operation; the test set consisting of three vectors is transformed by the \( ST \) matrix in Figure 7. It can be seen that all the transition frequencies are maximally skewed except for the leftmost one.

It should be noted that the stimulus transitions in distinct locations have distinct impact on the scan chain transitions. As the stimulus bits that are earlier shifted in pass through a larger number of scan cells, the transitions between these bits toggle a larger number of scan cells. Specifically, transitions between the \( i \)'th and the \( i + 1 \)'th stimulus bits toggle \( i \) scan cells. The weighted impact of the stimulus transitions should also be taken into account by a scan-in power reduction algorithm. In Figure 12, for instance, the only transition frequency which is not maximally skewed is the leftmost one; fortunately, the weight of this transition location is less than that of the other transition locations.

Developing a computationally feasible algorithm that identifies the optimal \( ST \) matrix necessitates an insight into the impact of matrix entries on the transitions between the transformed test vectors. Figure 13 illustrates all possible transformations for the three leftmost test vector bits; a decision tree is shown in this figure, wherein the nodes correspond to the transformed vector bits. An edge of the decision tree is denoted by the \( condition function \) (the condition that the edge is taken), and by the \( transition function \) (the condition that a transition occurs between the corresponding transformed bits), respectively. The condition function depends on the \( ST \) matrix entries whereas the transition function depends on the actual test vector bits. For instance, the leftmost test vector bit, \( t_1 \), can only be transformed into itself, whereas

```
+-------------------+
| 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 | 0 |
| 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 0 | 0 |
| 0 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 0 | 0 |
+-------------------+
```

Figure 10: Nonoverlapping modifications

```
SIT = \[
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
\]
= I \oplus BL_{(3,4)} \oplus BL_{(4)}
```

Figure 11: SIT computation

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Vectors</th>
<th>Transition frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TVS</td>
<td>0.33 0.33 0.67 0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ST</th>
<th>Stimuli Inserted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 0 0 1 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 1 1 1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 0 1 1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 0 0 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.33 0.00 1.00 0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Figure 12: Transformed stimuli computation
two alternatives exist for \( t_2 \) depending on the value of \( s_{12} \); if \( s_{12} \) is 0, \( t_2 \) remains intact, otherwise, it is transformed into \( t_1 \oplus t_2 \). In the first case, the transition function between the first two transformed bits equals \( t_1 \oplus t_2 \), whereas in the second case, it is simply \( t_2 \). It should be noted that between the second and the third transformed bits, each one of the transition functions on the upper four edges appear on one of the lower four edges as well. Whether \( t_2 \) remains intact or is transformed into \( t_1 \oplus t_2 \) has therefore no impact on selecting the optimal transition function between the second and the third transformed bits; regardless of what \( s_{12} \) is assigned to, \( s_{13} \) and \( s_{23} \) can be appropriately selected so as to pick the edge with the maximally skewed transition frequency. Each column of the optimal ST matrix can be computed in an independent manner, reducing the computational complexity of the problem significantly.

The test vector set, TVS, can be multiplied by ST, with each entry of ST bound to a symbolic variable. The entries of the product matrix, SI, can be computed in terms of ST entries, enabling the denotation of the transitions between the transformed vector bits in terms of ST entries as well; the transitions between two consecutive SI columns can be computed by XORing the two columns bitwise, forming the corresponding transition column. The aforementioned independence of ST column computations enables an algorithm that searches the optimal assignment of an ST column so as to maximize the transition frequency skew corresponding to the transition column. Figure 14 illustrates the computation of SI and the transition columns for the example test vector set given in the same figure.

The algorithm consequently consists of a number of steps that equals the number of transition columns, or equivalently one less than the number of scan cells. In every step, an ST column is computed through solving two systems of equations which are formed based on the corresponding transition column; the first system of equations consists of setting the transition column entries to all 0’s, resulting in the minimization of the transition frequency to 0.0. Similarly, the second system of equations aims at maximizing the transition frequency to 1.0; the transition column entries are set to all 1’s. Among the two systems of equations, the preferable one is selected for assigning the ST column entries. In any step, the number of equations always equals the number of test vectors. However, the number of variables in the system depends on the transition column being handled; in the \( i^{th} \) step (in handling the \( i^{th} \) transition column), the variables in the system consist of the SIT symbolic entries in the \( i + 1^{st} \) column, resulting in \( i \) variables. It is of course possible that neither one of the two systems of equations has a solution; this typically occurs when the transition columns with lower indices are being handled, resulting in more variables than the number of equations. In this case, ST entries are assigned so as to satisfy the maximal number of equations; the equations that cannot be satisfied contribute to the power cost. Among the two systems of equations, the one with the larger number of equations satisfied is selected for assigning the ST column entries.

The transition columns with indices larger than the number of test vectors typically have no contribution to test power as the corresponding system of equations has possibly multiple solutions, resulting in no unsatisfied equations. The example in Figure 15 illustrates the experimental data corresponding to the circuit \( s_{1423} \), with 91 scan cells and 63 test vectors; the y-axis denotes the number of equations that remain unsatisfied while the x-axis denotes the transition column index. From the graph, one can note that the transition columns with a higher index than the number of test vectors typically have no contribution to test power as the corresponding system of equations is solvable. The fact that the weight of the transition columns with lower indices (which are typically unsolvable as seen from the graph) are significantly smaller than those of the ones with higher indices increases the benefit of utilizing the proposed methodology.

The solution of a system of equations is computed by the Gaussian elimination technique [13]; the ST entries are thus assigned to appropriate values that maximize the transition frequency skew. It is possible that the system of equations is unsolvable in which case the Gaussian elimination technique terminates unsuccessfully; in such cases, we utilize a heuristic to maximize the number of equations that are satisfied. This heuristic, the details of which are omitted due to space constraints, is based on linear dependency identification among the equations in the system.
The SIT matrix based on which the scan chain is to be modified can be straightforwardly computed by inverting the ST matrix computed through the algorithm in the previous subsection. In this subsection, we not only illustrate how a scan chain is modified based on the SIT matrix but furthermore provide an algorithm for implementing it with minimal area overhead.

In Section 3.2, we have shown that overlapping and non-overlapping XOR configurations have distinct impact as the product term is additionally introduced in the latter case. We exploit this degree of freedom in implementing the SIT matrix by selecting the configuration (overlapping or nonoverlapping) that leads to the minimal area overhead.

The algorithm processes a single SIT band in each step; the bands closer to the diagonal are handled earlier as the product of a number (overlapping or nonoverlapping) that leads to the minimal area overhead.

The example in Figure 17 illustrates this algorithm for the SIT matrix in Figure 7. In the first step, the first band of the SIT matrix is implemented by inserting a single XOR gate. In the second step, the second SIT band is implemented by inserting two XOR taps; the decision regarding whether the rightmost XOR tap is to be overlapping with the other XOR taps is denoted by \( d_1 \). The transformation implemented by the modified scan chain at the end of step 2 consists of the third and fourth bands as a function of \( d_1 \). As the third band of SIT consists of all 0’s, the difference band to be implemented in the third step is a function of \( d_1 \); the XOR tap inserted in this step is a conditional one, with the condition being \( d_1 \) itself. At the end of the fourth step, it can be seen that two conditional XOR taps exist, with both conditions being the same. The decision variable, \( d_1 \), is assigned to 0 so as to eliminate both XOR taps; the modification in the second step is thus made overlapping, minimizing the area overhead. The minimal area implementation is provided at the bottom of the figure.

### 4.3 Power-Area Cooptimization

The algorithms explained in the previous two subsections identify the optimal transformation and implement it with minimal possible area; however, near-optimal power solutions might exist which can be implemented at significantly reduced area cost. In this section, we present a power-area cooptimization algorithm that computes power-wise sub-optimal transformations and performs scan chain modifications in an intertwined manner.
As the optimal power transformation and the minimal area implementation operations are performed based on the entries of ST and SIT matrices, respectively, an intertwined algorithm necessitates the representation of the symbolic entries of one matrix in terms of the symbolic entries of the other one. The cooptimization algorithm therefore initially computes straightforwardly the symbolic SIT entries in terms of symbolic ST entries as the two matrices are the inverses of each other. Figure 18 illustrates the ST and SIT matrices for an example scan chain of five scan cells; the computation of the transition columns based on an example test vector set, T V S, is illustrated as well.

The parameters of this algorithm are the power tolerance and area constraint per column; the power tolerance denotes the deviation from the minimal power for the corresponding transition column while the area constraint corresponds to the maximal number of XOR gates that can be expended in a step. In every step, the algorithm computes the power cost of any possible XOR gate insertions, subject to the constraint that the number of XOR gates cannot exceed the area constraint. The power costs are computed by taking into account the weight of the transitions as well; the power cost associated with the $i^{th}$ transition column equals the number of equations that remain unsatisfied multiplied by $i$. The area cost is assigned simply of the number of XOR gates expanded. If a transformation with an area cost less than the constraint leads to a power cost within the power tolerance window, it is implemented; otherwise, the minimal power transformation that can be implemented within the area constraint is selected.

In a manner similar to the optimal transformation identification algorithm, the cooptimization algorithm proceeds by handling a single transition column in each step. In addition, the corresponding column of the SIT matrix is computed as well, enabling the power-area tradeoff exploration. The ST matrix entries are assigned so as to attain a power cost within the tolerance window and also to have an SIT column that necessitates fewer XOR gates than the maximal number allowed. Throughout the course of the algorithm, XOR gates are inserted in an overlapping manner consistently; although this is a pessimistic approach area-wise, it significantly enhances computational efficiency. Upon the termination of the algorithm, the algorithm in the previous subsection is executed on the fully computed SIT matrix so as to implement the sub-optimal power transformation with minimal area overhead.

The example in Figure 19 illustrates the step-by-step execution of the cooptimization algorithm for the example test set in Figure 18 with power tolerance and area constraint set to 3 and 1, respectively. In the first step, $s_{12}$ is assigned to 0, resulting in a power cost of 2 transitions and no area cost; in the first transition column, two equations remain unsatisfied, resulting in a power cost of 2, while no discontinuity is introduced on the first band of SIT, leading to no area cost. In the second step, both $s_{13}$ and $s_{23}$ are assigned to 0; as all the equations can be satisfied in the second transition column with no discontinuity on the first and the second bands of SIT, both power and area offsets equal 0. In the third step, attaining a power cost within the power tolerance with no area cost is infeasible; $s_{14}$ is assigned to 1 whereas both $s_{34}$ and $s_{24}$ are assigned to 0. The power cost equals 3 in this step, as only one equation on the transition column cannot be satisfied, while the area cost is 1, as a discontinuity is introduced on the third SIT band which necessitates the insertion of an XOR gate. In the final step, similar to the third step, attaining a power cost within the power tolerance with no area cost is infeasible; appropriate assignments are made so as to reduce the power cost to 0. However, as another discontinuity is introduced on the third SIT band, the area cost in this step consists of a single XOR gate.

Execution of the proposed cooptimization algorithm with the appropriate values for the power tolerance and area constraint parameters helps identify the best possible test data transformation power-wise at reasonable area cost. In the case of multiple transformations attaining approximately equal power reductions but at distinct area costs, the algorithm selects the most cost-effective transformation area-wise. A single power-wise effective transformation that beats the others by a significant margin, on the other hand, is selected by the algorithm as long as it is affordable area-wise. The proposed cooptimization is able to adjust itself in exploiting the tradeoff between power and area, consequently.

Similar to the area constraints, layout constraints can also be incorporated into the cooptimization problem. A slight modification to the proposed cooptimization algorithm therefore needs to impose additional constraints on the length of the XOR taps, restricting certain transformations. Near-optimal power reductions can be thus attained with no layout constraint violations.

---

**Figure 18: Cooptimization algorithm initialization**

As the optimal power transformation and the minimal area implementation operations are performed based on the entries of ST and SIT matrices, respectively, an intertwined algorithm necessitates the representation of the symbolic entries of one matrix in terms of the symbolic entries of the other one. The cooptimization algorithm therefore initially computes straightforwardly the symbolic SIT entries in terms of symbolic ST entries as the two matrices are the inverses of each other. Figure 18 illustrates the ST and SIT matrices for an example scan chain of five scan cells; the computation of the transition columns based on an example test vector set, T V S, is illustrated as well.

The parameters of this algorithm are the power tolerance and area constraint per column; the power tolerance denotes the deviation from the minimal power for the corresponding transition column while the area constraint corresponds to the maximal number of XOR gates that can be expended in a step. In every step, the algorithm computes the power cost of any possible XOR gate insertions, subject to the constraint that the number of XOR gates cannot exceed the area constraint. The power costs are computed by taking into account the weight of the transitions as well; the power cost associated with the $i^{th}$ transition column equals the number of equations that remain unsatisfied multiplied by $i$. The area cost is assigned simply of the number of XOR gates expanded. If a transformation with an area cost less than the constraint leads to a power cost within the power tolerance window, it is implemented; otherwise, the minimal power transformation that can be implemented within the area constraint is selected.

In a manner similar to the optimal transformation identification algorithm, the cooptimization algorithm proceeds by handling a single transition column in each step. In addition, the corresponding column of the SIT matrix is computed as well, enabling the power-area tradeoff exploration. The ST matrix entries are assigned so as to attain a power cost within the tolerance window and also to have an SIT column that necessitates fewer XOR gates than the maximal number allowed. Throughout the course of the algorithm, XOR gates are inserted in an overlapping manner consistently; although this is a pessimistic approach area-wise, it significantly enhances computational efficiency. Upon the termination of the algorithm, the algorithm in the previous subsection is executed on the fully computed SIT matrix so as to implement the sub-optimal power transformation with minimal area overhead.

The example in Figure 19 illustrates the step-by-step execution of the cooptimization algorithm for the example test set in Figure 18 with power tolerance and area constraint set to 3 and 1, respectively. In the first step, $s_{12}$ is assigned to 0, resulting in a power cost of 2 transitions and no area cost; in the first transition column, two equations remain unsatisfied, resulting in a power cost of 2, while no discontinuity is introduced on the first band of SIT, leading to no area cost. In the second step, both $s_{13}$ and $s_{23}$ are assigned to 0; as all the equations can be satisfied in the second transition column with no discontinuity on the first and the second bands of SIT, both power and area costs equal 0. In the third step, attaining a power cost within the power tolerance with no area cost is infeasible; $s_{14}$ is assigned to 1 whereas both $s_{34}$ and $s_{24}$ are assigned to 0. The power cost equals 3 in this step, as only one equation on the transition column cannot be satisfied, while the area cost is 1, as a discontinuity is introduced on the third SIT band which necessitates the insertion of an XOR gate. In the final step, similar to the third step, attaining a power cost within the power tolerance with no area cost is infeasible; appropriate assignments are made so as to reduce the power cost to 0. However, as another discontinuity is introduced on the third SIT band, the area cost in this step consists of a single XOR gate.

Execution of the proposed cooptimization algorithm with the appropriate values for the power tolerance and area constraint parameters helps identify the best possible test data transformation power-wise at reasonable area cost. In the case of multiple transformations attaining approximately equal power reductions but at distinct area costs, the algorithm selects the most cost-effective transformation area-wise. A single power-wise effective transformation that beats the others by a significant margin, on the other hand, is selected by the algorithm as long as it is affordable area-wise. The proposed cooptimization is able to adjust itself in exploiting the tradeoff between power and area, consequently.

Similar to the area constraints, layout constraints can also be incorporated into the cooptimization problem. A slight modification to the proposed cooptimization algorithm therefore needs to impose additional constraints on the length of the XOR taps, restricting certain transformations. Near-optimal power reductions can be thus attained with no layout constraint violations.
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed test power reduction scheme has been applied to several fully-scanned circuits in ISCAS89 [14]. The test vectors that are used to compute the test power reductions achieved by the proposed methodology are generated by ATALANTA [15]. Table 1 presents general information about the benchmarks used to evaluate our scheme; the number of scan cells and test vectors are provided.

Table 2 demonstrates the optimal test power reductions attained by the proposed methodology; the reductions in the total number of transitions in the scan chain during the shift of the test stimuli are provided. The second column of the table shows the ratio of the number of scan cells to the number of test vectors while the third column, the optimal scan-in power reduction attained by the proposed methodology. It can be seen that the power reductions attained are strongly correlated with the scan cell to test vector ratio; in Section 4.1, we have shown that the number of equations to be solved equals the number of test vectors. As the scan cell to test vector ratio increases, we can expect enhanced test power results, consequently. Two extreme cases consist of the circuits s953 and s35932; in s953, the number of test vectors exceeds the number of scan cells, resulting in a comparatively limited test power reduction, whereas in s35932, the number of scan cells is significantly larger than the number of test vectors, resulting in several orders of magnitude reduction in test power. The fact that the test power reduction attained by the proposed methodology is correlated with the scan cell to test vector ratio is a promising result, as for typical circuits in industry, utilization of effective test set compaction tools pushes these ratios in favor of the proposed technique. The experimental results confirm this observation as more than an order of magnitude reduction in test power is attained for larger benchmark circuits. It is important to note that the scan chain re-routing techniques in [7, 6], whose applications are subject to the constraint that whenever an XOR gate is inserted, another one is to be inserted in the consecutive location, simplifying the test data transition frequency analysis. The experimental results confirm the benefit of eliminating this constraint on the XOR gate insertions; exploration of any possible scan chain modification boosts the test power reductions tremendously.

Table 5 provides the comparison of the proposed scheme against the previously published ([11, 10]) scan chain re-routing techniques. The proposed methodology attains significantly better results compared to the other approaches for all the circuits except for s953. It is important to note that the scan chain re-routing techniques in [7, 6], whose applicability may sometimes be limited due to the stringent layout constraints, constitute orthogonal approaches that can be applied in conjunction with the methodology we propose with no diminution in the benefits offered by either methodology.

6. CONCLUSION

To shorten the SOC test application process, parallelism among core tests should be achieved. Testing of SOCs that is both rapid and reliable necessitates however that test power reductions be attained, as exceeding certain power thresholds may damage the chip under test. In this paper, we address the test power issues in scan-based environments where this problem is more acute due to the scan chain transitions during the shift of test data. The methodology we propose aims at reducing scan chain transitions during shift cycles stemming from the insertion of test stimuli, significantly decreasing the circuit switching that these transitions reflect into otherwise. The technique we present is based on scan chain modifications to enable the insertion of a test stimulus with reduced transitions embedded. While both the actual test vector delivery into the scan cells and the observation of any fault effects are guaranteed, the reduced rippling that occurs in the modified scan chain during shift cycles helps mitigate the test power dissipation problem in scan-based environments. The types of modifications utilized consist of inverter and XOR gate insertion; no performance penalty is imposed as the modifications are performed on the scan path, keeping intact the functional operation of the circuit timing-wise.

Based on a sophisticated mathematical analysis that has helped us model the relationship between the scan chain modification and the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit</th>
<th>Scan cells</th>
<th>Test vectors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s713</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s953</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s1423</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s3378</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s9234</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s13207</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s15850</td>
<td>611</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s35932</td>
<td>1763</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s38417</td>
<td>1664</td>
<td>883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s38584</td>
<td>1464</td>
<td>681</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Benchmark circuits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit</th>
<th>SC/TV</th>
<th>Optimal power reduction (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s713</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>80.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s953</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>33.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s1423</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>85.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s3378</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>85.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s9234</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>73.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s13207</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>85.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s15850</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>97.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s35932</td>
<td>80.14</td>
<td>99.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s38417</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>90.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s38584</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>93.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Optimal scan-in power reductions attained by the proposed methodology

3 Test power reductions are computed by comparing the number of scan chain transitions of the proposed scheme against those incurred during a traditional scan test; [8] shows that the number of scan chain transitions and the test power dissipation are strongly correlated.

4 For comparison purposes, we have re-implemented the techniques in [7, 6].
consequent test data transformations, we have implemented algorithms not only for identifying the optimal test data transformation but furthermore for the minimal area implementation of the optimal transformation. Moreover, we have developed a power-area cooptimization algorithm that identifies the near-optimal test data transformation in terms of power cost at significantly reduced area cost, ensuring the applicability of the proposed scheme in practice.

To demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed approach, we have applied it on several ISCAS89 benchmark circuits. The experimental results indicate the benefits of being able to explore arbitrary combinations of inverter and XOR gate insertion configuration in scan chain modification. Even in the case of fully specified test vectors, typically more than an order of magnitude reduction in test power is attained, favoring the proposed methodology over the previously proposed techniques.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s713</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>80.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s953</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>33.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s1423</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>85.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s3378</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>85.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s9234</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>73.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s13207</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>85.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s15850</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>97.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s35932</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>99.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s38417</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>90.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s38584</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>93.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Scan-in power reduction (%) comparisons against previous scan chain modification schemes